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Augmenting virtual reality

Augmented reality (AR) is the use of computers to digitally enhance your view of the
real world. AR isn’t science fiction; it’s real today. Examples include the heads-up
display overlaid on a fighter pilot’s cockpit, glasses that project a map of your
planned route on a tiny screen near your eye, or mobile phone games that show
the room you’re standing in with extra ghosts and goblins added on. AR is rapidly
becoming one of the most active fields in the computing industry, because it’s such
an open-ended challenge with so much potential to improve day-to-day life. Espe-
cially as mobile phones become ubiquitous, the potential for digitally enhancing
the everyday world seems limitless.

 All of that said, this chapter is not about AR. This chapter is about VR, and how
you can augment it with information from the real world. 

This chapter covers
■ Combining real and virtual inputs inside the Rift
■ Exploring panorama images in VR
■ Using webcams to bring live 3D stereo video 

into the Rift
■ Using the Leap Motion SDK to capture hand 

poses in real time
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 Just as there’s tremendous potential in allowing computing devices to mediate our
views of the world, there’s also tremendous potential—far more, in a sense—in allow-
ing the real world to intrude into the necessarily isolated virtual space of the Rift. Vir-
tual worlds divorced from our own have their place, but virtual worlds intermeshed
with reality will play a vital role in the adoption of VR to come. A virtual space from
which we can still interact with those left behind in the mundane world is far more
compelling than an isolated bubble of high-polycount special effects. In this chapter
we’ll explore some (relatively simple) ways to bring the real world into VR.

 To begin to get a sense of what’s possible with augmented VR, let’s list just a few of
the digital inputs that are now available:

■ Live audio and video streams from TV, media servers, video chats, and webcams
■ Immersive photography, such as the panoramic shots and photo spheres cap-

tured by smartphones
■ Live raw data feeds, such as public streams of airline flight trackers
■ Local sensor hardware added to your environment, or even to the Rift itself,

such as the Leap Motion
■ Local GIS data, which can be used to build a virtual map of actual geography
■ Location signals from the user (IP geocoding on desktops, GPS on mobile

devices)

In this chapter we’re going to do a deep dive into just a few of these technologies.
We’ve chosen to explore immersive photography, live video streams, and the Leap
Motion as our examples, because together they demonstrate the core principles of
aligning external and internal data into a seamless whole in VR. As you explore these
examples, pay special attention to the code at the interface between real and unreal;
much of the challenge here will come from the mathematics and the interweaving of
these multiple systems.

13.1 Real-world images for VR: panoramic photography
These days, high-resolution cameras in our pockets are commonplace; high-resolu-
tion cameras backed by processors more powerful than the entire American lunar
landing program, no less. One of the rather neat things that we can do with these
high-powered cameras is generate panoramas and photo spheres, advanced forms of digi-
tal images that are stitched together from a series of smaller, simpler images. These
assembled pictures are tagged with metadata that describes how the image is to be
rendered in cylindrical or spherical projection.

 Panorama photos could almost have been designed with VR in mind. On a conven-
tional screen, in a flat photo app, viewing these laterally expansive images can be diffi-
cult or unappealing. Head-tracking radically changes the experience. It’s very natural,
and naturally immersive, for our eyes to track over the same space that the camera
originally traveled, looking to and fro to absorb a wider scene than a conventional
monitor could display.
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13.1.1 Panorama photos

Panorama is the name used for a relatively large class of stitched-together imagery, and
panoramas can be generated in a number of ways. The most common by far is to use a
camera to take a series of pictures while slowly rotating your point of view laterally by a
short turn, typically from left to right (although that’s not required). As the camera
rotates it will capture a series of views sweeping a scene, much wider than a single pho-
tograph. The series of images is then stitched together by detecting overlapping
image portions from one to the next. On mobile phones, the stitching is even easier,
because the phone’s accelerometer can be queried to detect the movement of the
camera.

 Panoramas can be rendered as a single wide frame, as in figure 13.1. Alternatively,
in 3D they can be texture-mapped onto a cylinder, as in figure 13.2.

 Most panorama image viewers scroll sideways along the image instead of using a
cylindrical projection. Cylindrical projection would introduce distortion, as you can
see, even though it shows the correct perspective effect for images captured by turn-
ing in place. You can see in figure 13.2 that the image distortion is visibly reduced—
look at the road on the right, which runs straight along the front of the Piazza. In the
unmodified horizontal panorama, the edge of the road bows in; in the cylindrical pro-
jection it’s much closer to straight.

Figure 13.1 Panorama of the Piazza del Campo, Sienna, Italy

Figure 13.2 Cylindrical projection of the horizontal panorama. Note how the road (far right) has 
become straighter under projection.
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13.1.2 Photo spheres

Photo spheres (developers.google.com/photo-sphere) are an image annotation format
developed by Google for storing spherical images within conventional flat images.
Photo spheres use the XMP (Extensible Metadata Platform) standard (www.adobe.com/
devnet/xmp.html) to encode information within an image. XMP is an open standard
that can be used to attach XML data to image files; XMP readers are available for most
programming languages.

 Photo spheres are ideally suited for the Rift because, unlike panoramas, the photo
sphere is truly three-dimensional. The viewer can look up and down as well as side-to-
side. Photo spheres support a rather nifty set of attributes that describe the orienta-
tion of the camera at the time of capture: you can specify Pose Heading, Pose Pitch,
and Pose Roll attributes. These attributes indicate which way you were facing in com-
pass degrees, how high up or down you were looking, and how tilted your camera was
at the time of image capture. Cumulatively, this is sufficient to uniquely describe a 3D
pose anywhere on earth except the North or South Pole.1 This in turn means that
later, when you’re viewing a captured photo sphere, the display software can re-create
the original setting and orientation.

 When a photo sphere is captured, as with a panorama, multiple images are
stitched together in software to produce a larger rectangle of pixel data. The stitching
process, combined with the phone’s own orientation sensors, allows the determina-
tion of the “footprint” that the image pixels occupy within the larger 360°×180°
sphere of all possible headings. This is encoded as image metadata describing the left,
right, top, and bottom extents of the image within the dimensions of the greater
rectangle. Figure 13.3 shows an example of a photo sphere of the Piazza del Campo;
compare it to the panoramic sample in figure 13.1, captured at the same site. The
embedded image shows the characteristic distortion of a spherical projection, and
contains numerical data indicating its embedding within the complete sphere.

 These fields mean that the viewer can load an image and then embed it into a
larger texture buffer, creating a texture that spans the full sphere and that only has
pixels where pixels are valid, as shown in figure 13.4.

 Code that renders photo spheres onto texture-mapped OpenGL spheres is rela-
tively straightforward. Porting that code from a conventional display to the Rift is in
many ways even simpler. All you need to do is place the wearer’s viewpoint inside the
sphere in the scene; the user turning their head will take care of the rest. 

 One caveat to bear in mind is that for once, parallax isn’t your friend. A photo
sphere is a single image captured from a single point in space; there is only one “eye”
doing the capturing, even though the image itself was stitched from many separate
frames. Picture a single eye, rotating in all directions: that means no binocular paral-
lax. Instead, every pixel of the photo sphere is effectively at the same distance from
the viewer. This means that you should treat a photo sphere as much more akin to an

1 That’s okay. We hear they’re cold this time of year.
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environmental cubemap than an actual sphere in space; infinitely large, infinitely
clear, infinitely far away in all directions.

 Practically speaking, this means that when rendering your photo sphere in the
Rift, you either should make the sphere very large, or trim the translational compo-
nent out of your eye pose matrices while you’re rendering the photo sphere. If you
preserve only the orientational component, then it won’t swing around as the user
moves their head.
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Figure 13.3 Metadata fields of the Google photo sphere image format

Figure 13.4 Wrapping a partial photo texture onto a sphere. The image used here is a photo sphere 
taken of the same plaza as the panorama shot in figure 13.1.
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13.1.3 Photo spheres…in space! 

Our photo sphere demo has three steps:

1 Loading the image and retrieving its XMP data
2 Embedding the image into the 360° × 180° panorama of the sphere
3 Rendering the actual sphere

Each step is pretty straightforward.
 To begin, you need to parse out the metadata encoded into the image. A number

of open source and for-pay products are available to do this, as well as numerous soft-
ware libraries. In most cases their features boil down to “given an image, give me a
key-value pair mapping that I can use to look up the fields I want.” For example, the
open source project Exiv2 (www.exiv2.org) produces the output shown in the follow-
ing listing.

Exif.Image.Model                             Ascii       8  Nexus 5
Exif.Image.Orientation                       Short       1  (0)
Exif.Image.DateTimeOriginal                  Ascii      20  2014:06:20 

16:05:51
Exif.Image.MeteringMode                      Short       1  (65535)
Exif.Image.ImageLength                       Short       1  2563
Exif.Image.DateTime                          Ascii      20  2014:06:20 

16:05:51
Exif.Image.LightSource                       Short       1  Unknown
Exif.Image.ImageWidth                        Short       1  3119
Exif.Image.Make                              Ascii       4  LGE
Exif.Image.GPSTag                            Long        1  226
Exif.GPSInfo.GPSTimeStamp                    SRational   3  16:04:02
Exif.GPSInfo.GPSLatitudeRef                  Ascii       2  North
Exif.GPSInfo.GPSLongitude                    Rational    3  11deg 19' 52.237"
Exif.GPSInfo.GPSLongitudeRef                 Ascii       2  East
Exif.GPSInfo.GPSDateStamp                    Ascii      11  2014:06:20
Exif.GPSInfo.GPSProcessingMethod             Undefined   1  0
Exif.GPSInfo.GPSLatitude                     Rational    3  43deg 19' 4.864"
Exif.GPSInfo.GPSAltitudeRef                  Byte        1  Above sea level
Exif.Image.ExifTag                           Long        1  411
Xmp.GPano.UsePanoramaViewer                  XmpText     4  True
Xmp.GPano.ProjectionType                     XmpText    15  equirectangular
Xmp.GPano.CroppedAreaImageHeightPixels       XmpText     4  2563  
Xmp.GPano.CroppedAreaImageWidthPixels        XmpText     4  3119  
Xmp.GPano.FullPanoHeightPixels               XmpText     4  2900  
Xmp.GPano.FullPanoWidthPixels                XmpText     4  5800  
Xmp.GPano.CroppedAreaTopPixels               XmpText     3  334   
Xmp.GPano.CroppedAreaLeftPixels              XmpText     4  1314  
Xmp.GPano.FirstPhotoDate                     XmpText    24  2014-06-

20T14:03:56.173Z
Xmp.GPano.LastPhotoDate                      XmpText    23  2014-06-

20T14:05:24.13Z
Xmp.GPano.SourcePhotosCount                  XmpText     2  25
Xmp.GPano.PoseHeadingDegrees                 XmpText     5  317.0

Listing 13.1 EXIF and XMP data retrieved from our sample image by Exiv2

Google 
photo 
sphere 
fields

 b
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Xmp.GPano.LargestValidInteriorRectLeft       XmpText     1  0
Xmp.GPano.LargestValidInteriorRectTop        XmpText     1  0
Xmp.GPano.LargestValidInteriorRectWidth      XmpText     4  3119
Xmp.GPano.LargestValidInteriorRectHeight     XmpText     4  2563

The XMP data is structured XML, flattened here by the Exiv2 application. Reading this
data is a simple matter of parsing the string output.

 The Google photo sphere fields B identify the size of the true image (3119 × 2563)
inset into the larger total footprint of the panorama on a sphere (5800 × 2900) and
where to place the image within the footprint (1314 pixels from the left edge, 334
from the top).

 Once you’ve determined the dimensions of the image and the rectangular footprint
of the total sphere, your next task is to read the pixels from the image file and build a
larger texture map, whose dimensions are the total extent. Alternatively, instead of
building a larger texture map, you could use a smaller texture map and careful assign-
ment of texture coordinates to vertices—but using a larger rectangle is easier.

 There are many ways to load an image and embed it into a texture map. The fol-
lowing listing shows one approach, using the OpenCV image library (opencv.org).
We’ve trimmed out some of the extraneous parts, but the full code is on the book’s
GitHub repository.

gl::TexturePtr loadAndPositionPhotoSphereImage(
    const std::string & pathToImage,      
    glm::uvec2 &fullPanoSize,             
    glm::uvec2 &croppedImageSize,         
    glm::uvec2 &croppedImagePos) {        
  cv::Mat mat = cv::imread(pathToImage.c_str()); 
  cv::cvtColor(mat, mat, CV_BGR2RGB); 
  uchar *out = (uchar*)malloc(fullPanoSize.x * fullPanoSize.y * 3); 

  memset(out, 84, fullPanoSize.x * fullPanoSize.y * 3); 
  for (unsigned int y = 0; y < croppedImageSize.y; y++) { 
    int srcRow = y * croppedImageSize.x * 3;   
    int destRow = (croppedImagePos.y + y) * (fullPanoSize.x * 3);  

    memcpy(                                  
        out + destRow + croppedImagePos.x,   
        mat.datastart + srcRow,              
        croppedImageSize.x * 3);             
  }   

  texture = GlUtils::getImageAsTexture(fullPanoSize, out);  
  free(out);        
  return texture;
}

Listing 13.2 Using OpenCV to load an image, and then embedding it into a texture

Retrieves the full panorama 
size, the cropped image size, 
and the cropped image position.

Retrieves
the image

data.
OpenCV

loads
images into
memory in

BGR format.

Converts
from BGR

memory
ordering
to RGB.

Allocates 3 
bytes per 
pixel times 
width times 
height.

Clears
memory to
a shade of
light gray.

Loops over
the height

of the inset
image.

Calculates 
the current 
source row.

Writes to the 
current destination 
row, offset by the 
cropped image’s 
vertical inset 
position.

Copies all pixel 
data from source 
to destination.

Uses the GlUtils example
framework to copy the

RGB pixels into an
OpenGL texture.

Releases the 
allocated buffer.
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The output from loadAndPositionPhotoSphereImage() is an OpenGL texture buffer
bound to a texture ID in our GlUtils example framework. The image will be uni-
formly gray (RGB 84, 84, 84) except where the pixels of the panorama image have
been copied into place.

 OpenCV always loads images into memory in BGR ordering (Blue, Green, Red).
OpenGL uses an in-memory ordering of RGB (Red, Green, Blue), so we use the
OpenCV routine cv::cvtColor() to reverse the ordering of the bytes of each pixel.

 The last step is to render the photo sphere, which is stock OpenGL, shown next.

void renderScene() {
  static gl::GeometryPtr geometry = GlUtils::getSphereGeometry();
  static gl::TexturePtr texture = 
      loadAndPositionPhotoSphereImage(filepath, /* ... */);

  glClear(GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT);
  gl::MatrixStack & mv = gl::Stacks::modelview();
  mv.withPush([&]{
    mv.scale(50.0f);        
    texture->bind();                       
    GlUtils::renderGeometry(geometry);     
    texture->unbind();                     
  });
}

The GlUtils example methods handle all the heavy lifting here. Using the built-in
sphere geometry methods with their default texture mapping, you simply enlarge the
sphere to far enough out that the user’s head motion won’t affect the image; the final
result, shown in figure 13.5, is a Rift app that can take you to Sienna, or anywhere else
in the world your camera can take you! 

13.2 Using live webcam video in the Rift
Panoramas that enclose us are fine for static imagery, but for truly interactive con-
tent, nothing beats a live video stream. Be it from a video feed, remote videoconfer-
encing, or a head-mounted webcam attached to the Rift, live video presents a
unique set of challenges and opportunities. The potential for telepresence and aug-
mented reality is striking.

 Mounting a webcam on the Rift turns the Rift from an opaque, isolating black
box into a pass-through video overlay that can integrate live computer graphics
onto a real-time view of the world. With pass-through video, your computer can do
live analysis of the scene around you and overlay that understanding in visual form
onto the image you see. Live video also raises the possibility of scene recognition,
gesture recognition, and contextual processing at unprecedented levels, as shown
in figure 13.6.

 In this section we’ll walk through a demo of how to take video from a webcam
mounted atop your Rift and bring that video feed into the headset, in VR. We’ll be

Listing 13.3 Rendering the photo sphere

Enlarges the sphere 
to 50 meters across

Binds our image texture, 
renders a stock textured 
sphere, and unbinds
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Figure 13.5 The Piazza del Campo, Sienna, Italy, as seen through the Oculus Rift

Figure 13.6 Live webcam imagery channeled into the Oculus Rift
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using the OpenCV library again; it’s a terrific library for smoothing out the varieties
and vagaries of differing webcam standards. In brief, the steps for integrating live
video into a webcam are as follows:

1 Design your app to be multithreaded so that capturing the video stream and
rendering it can be as distinct as possible. This approach will help you avoid
frame rate bottlenecks.

2 Connect to your webcam(s) on a background thread.
3 On your foreground (graphics) thread, pull frames off the video thread and

convert them into OpenGL texture data.
4 Texture-map frame textures onto a target surface in the Rift, ideally a rectangle

whose aspect ratio matches that of your webcam. 
5 If your webcam is mounted on your Rift, then you’ll want to apply prediction

to improve image tracking for your user and reduce the risk of simulation
sickness.

When integrating live video into the Rift, especially from a head-mounted webcam,
you must be aware of a few factors that don’t usually apply to video software:

■ Your display device (the Rift) has a ridiculously low tolerance for latency. This
will force design choices about when and how you capture video frames.

■ Not all webcams are created equal. Most are designed to deliver quality images
of central figures at a distance of a few feet; outside that range, image distortion
may occur.

■ If you stick a camera on your head, the image is going to jitter and move in
ways that your real vision never has. Image stabilization is a lot more impor-
tant in the Rift than outside it. You’ll need to take extra steps to avoid
unpleasant side effects.

13.2.1 Threaded frame capture from a live image feed

OpenCV makes the mechanics of capturing a stream of images from a webcam rela-
tively straightforward, which takes a lot of the complexity out of integrating live video
with the Rift. All the details of finding, opening, and pulling data from a webcam are
taken care of for you.

 It’ll be tempting to try to do your webcam capture on your rendering thread,
because that’s where it’s most convenient. Your rendering thread is going to be where
your OpenGL context is set up, making assignment to GL textures straightforward.
Unfortunately, most webcams operate at a default frame rate of 30 frames per second.
This means that when you request a frame, OpenCV will typically block for about 0.03
seconds while the webcam captures the image and returns it to you.

 Image retrieval therefore needs to be asynchronous, and pulling data from a
webcam, or other high-latency source, should always be done on a separate thread
from rendering.
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 With this in mind, we created the following listing, which shows one possible
implementation of a background thread dedicated to webcam capture.

struct CaptureData {
  cv::Mat image;
};

class WebcamHandler {

private:

  bool hasFrame{ false };  
  bool stopped{ false }; 
  cv::VideoCapture videoCapture;  
  CaptureData frame;  
  std::thread captureThread;    
  std::mutex mutex;             

public:

  void startCapture() {
    videoCapture.open(0);  
    if (!videoCapture.isOpened() || !videoCapture.read(frame.image)) { 
      FAIL("Could not open video source "); 
    }     
    captureThread = std::thread(               
        &WebcamHandler::captureLoop, this);    
  }

  void captureLoop() {
    CaptureData captured;
    while (!stopped) { 
      videoCapture.read(captured.image); 
      cv::flip(captured.image.clone(), captured.image, 0);  
      setResult(captured); 
    }
  }

  void setResult(const CaptureData & newFrame) {
    std::lock_guard<std::mutex> guard(mutex); 
    frame = newFrame;       
    hasFrame = true;        
  }

  bool getResult(CaptureData & out) {
    if (!hasFrame) {                     
      return false;                      
    }                                    
    std::lock_guard<std::mutex> guard(mutex);   
    out = frame;                               
    hasFrame = false;                          
    return true;
  }

Listing 13.4 WebcamHandler, background-threaded webcam frame capture

Background thread and a mutex 
for control synchronization.

Opens the
zeroeth
webcam

attached to
the system.

Forks our 
background thread...

...so long
as stopped
is not true.

Captures a single frame from the 
webcam. This is a blocking call, 
typically taking around 33 ms.

Stores image 
raster data 
bottom-to-top.Records the 

captured frame.Claims a
lock on a

mutex and
holds it for
as long as

the instance
is in scope.

Stores the captured frame 
and updates our state flag.

Returns false if a new 
frame is not yet available.

Locks
access to

the stored
frame

variable.

Copies the stored image into the out matrix, clears 
our state flag so that we don’t apply the same 
update next render frame, and returns true.
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  void stopCapture() {
    stopped = true;           
    captureThread.join();     
    videoCapture.release();   
  }
};

The previous listing is a fairly standard implementation of a single-buffered producer/con-
sumer model of multithreading. Here the capture thread is the producer, and it’s tasked
with filling its internal buffer with webcam images as frequently as possible. The
methods startCapture() and stopCapture() use the standard C++ thread control
mechanisms to fork and terminate a process thread. The method getResult(out)
implements the producer pattern: if a new frame is available, it’s returned in the
passed output parameter.

  In the event that the image buffer isn’t consumed before another frame has been
captured, the capture thread will replace its buffer with the most recent data. 

 Meanwhile, the rendering thread plays the role of consumer. Each time the ren-
dering thread is ready to render a frame, it’ll attempt to consume the available
image buffer; if it does, it’ll pass the texture image to OpenGL for display. The ren-
dering thread will use its update() method, which is called once per frame, to
attempt to retrieve image data from the capture thread and, if available, inform
OpenGL, as shown next.

class WebcamApp : public RiftApp {

protected:

  gl::Texture2dPtr texture;
  gl::GeometryPtr videoGeometry;
  WebcamHandler captureHandler;
  CaptureData captureData;

public:

  virtual ~WebcamApp() {
    captureHandler.stopCapture();
  }

  void initGl() {
    RiftApp::initGl();

    texture = GlUtils::initTexture();      
    float aspectRatio = captureHandler.startCapture();  
    videoGeometry = GlUtils::getQuadGeometry(aspectRatio); 
  }

  virtual void update() {
    if (captureHandler.getResult(captureData)) { 

Listing 13.5 WebcamApp, a frame in space showing a live webcam feed

To stop the thread, we set our state flag 
and use Thread::join() to wait for the 
background thread to terminate.

Reserves an OpenGL texture. 
This will be the GPU buffer that 
stores the webcam images.

Returns the aspect 
ratio of the webcam’s 
resolution.

Builds a quad 
with the set 
aspect ratio.

If there’s a new frame 
available, then…
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      texture->bind();                            
      glTexImage2D(GL_TEXTURE_2D, 0, GL_RGBA8,    
          captureData.cols, captureData.rows,     
          0, GL_BGR, GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE,            
          captureData.image.data);                
      texture->unbind();                          
    }
  }

  virtual void renderScene() {
    glClear(GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT);
    GlUtils::renderSkybox(Resource::IMAGES_SKY_CITY_XNEG_PNG);
    gl::MatrixStack & mv = gl::Stacks::modelview();

    mv.with_push([&]{
      mv.identity();
      mv.translate(glm::vec3(0, 0, -2));
      texture->bind();                           
      GlUtils::renderGeometry(videoGeometry);    
      texture->unbind();                         
    });
  }
};

RUN_OVR_APP(WebcamApp);

This Rift app renders a frame hanging in space before the viewer, illustrated in fig-
ure 13.7.

...binds the texture 
buffer and updates it 
with glTexImage2D.

Binds the current texture to render a 
frame in space, positioned 3 meters 
ahead of the viewer.

Figure 13.7 Webcam imagery textured into the Rift
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13.2.2 Image enhancement

For all your augmented reality needs, you have a number of options. The OpenCV
libraries stand out as a trove of easy-to-use, open source, computer vision algorithms.
Here are just a few of the things you can do with OpenCV, usually in real time:

■ Image smoothing, sharpening, and cleaning
– Remove noisy fuzz from static images or live video
– Boost image clarity

■ Edge detection, straight-line detection
– Highlight edges in view
– Draw the user’s attention to key image features

■ Image similarity matching, feature detection
– Track objects in view and target them for the user
– Follow moving objects in video
– Use template matching to identify previously seen objects in a scene

■ Pattern recognition
– Detect faces and highlight features
– OCR (Optical Character Recognition—real-time image-to-text translation)

We could easily spend whole chapters on computer vision, but that would distract
from the Rift, so we won’t wax too eloquent about image analysis here. But if you’re
looking to experiment with image enhancement, OpenCV is a great place to start.

 As a simple example, the following listing shows how to add edge detection to our
Rift app. The code is quite short, and it runs in real time on the capture thread.

cv::blur(captured.image, captured.image, cv::Size(3, 3));
cv::cvtColor(captured.image, captured.image, CV_BGR2GRAY);
cv::Canny(captured.image, captured.image, a, b);
cv::cvtColor(captured.image, captured.image, CV_GRAY2BGR);

This example consists of four steps:

1 Reduce image noise by smoothing with a 3 × 3 local filter.
2 Downsample from 24-bit pixels to 8-bit pixels. OpenCV’s edge detection oper-

ates best on 8-bit pixels.
3 Apply the Canny edge-filtering algorithm; a and b are constants defined by the

user, defining edge-detection fidelity. (a = 10 and b = 100 would be reasonable
sample values here.)

4 Upsample from 8-bit pixels to 24-bit pixels, shaded to shades of gray.

The end result is an image in which every pixel that differs strongly from its neighbors
has been replaced with a bright shade of white, and all regions of the image that are
similar to their immediate neighbors have been replaced with shades running to
black. This identifies those pixels that are most likely to be on features of interest.

Listing 13.6 Implementing Canny edge detection with OpenCV
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Figure 13.8 shows edge detection in action. The image captured is the same view of
the room as that in figure 13.7 (except that the cat moved).

 The OpenCV website has a number of demos of cool tricks, like text recognition,
facial recognition, image differencing, and stitching. Give yourself a treat and spend
some time exploring what you can do with computer vision today.

13.2.3 Proper scaling: webcam aspect ratio
You may have noticed that the rectangular images shown in figures 13.6 and 13.7
weren’t square. Webcam images rarely are. Most webcams capture images in rectangu-
lar aspect ratios—typically wider than high, and nowadays, typically in HD resolutions.
That means that the geometry we’re texture-mapping—the quadrilateral that’s show-
ing our captured frames—needs to be rectangular as well. Because we’re already check-
ing our connection to the webcam by capturing a first frame in startCapture(), we can
enhance startCapture() a smidgen to return the aspect ratio of the webcam. That
will let us choose the right dimensions for our target geometry when it’s time to ren-
der. We’ll modify startCapture() as follows (new lines are shown in bold):

  float startCapture() {
    videoCapture.open(0);
    if (!videoCapture.isOpened() || !videoCapture.read(frame)) {
      FAIL("Could not open video source to capture first frame");
    }
    float aspectRatio = (float)frame.cols / (float)frame.rows;
    captureThread = std::thread(&WebcamHandler::captureLoop, this);
    return aspectRatio;
  }

Figure 13.8 The Canny edge-detection algorithm, implemented with OpenCV and piped into the Rift.
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This way, we’re confident that the webcam’s image dimensions are available as we
launch the background thread.

13.2.4 Proper ranging: field of view

Another very nice optimization will be to position the textured quad at a distance
from the viewer, chosen such that it fills a field of view of the user that exactly matches
the field of view of the webcam. Every webcam has a field of view (FOV); they typically
vary from 45 to 70 degrees, but they can be much wider, especially if you’re using a
fisheye lens.

 To approximate your webcam’s FOV, level it horizontally and point it at an object
of known width at a known distance. Line your webcam up so that the object exactly
fills the view of the camera, with both ends equidistant from the lens, as in figure 13.9.

If you know the distance from the lens to the object and the width of the object as it
exactly fills your camera’s field of view, then trigonometry defines that  is equal to the
tangent of half your object’s width over the distance:  – tan(W/2)/D). Doubling 
yields the horizontal field of view of the webcam.

 The same logic holds in our virtual scene. Given a chosen distance at which we
want to display our captured webcam imagery, we can use this equation to determine
the optimal width of the texture quad in virtual meters. 

 Let’s say we want to position the texture quad at a distance of 10 meters from the
viewer, and our webcam has an FOV of 45°, or /8. An FOV of /8 means  – /16.
Then the equation for the width of the quadrilateral would be W = 2 D atan() = 3.8
meters wide.

13.2.5 Image stabilization

Now let’s look at some of the problems that arise specifically when you strap a webcam
to your head. (What? It happens more often than you’d think.)

 The greatest challenge to immersive throughput of live, head-mounted video is
latency, but it can affect you in more ways than you might think. Raw camera-to-Rift
update latency is critical, obviously, but if you use the background-threaded approach
we’ve already covered, you should be able to minimize that, at least to within the limits
of the webcam itself. The other significant issue is going to come when you start to
move your head: image stabilization.

D

θ

W

Figure 13.9 Calculating , the FOV of your 
webcam. D = Distance to known object, chosen so 
that it exactly fills the webcam’s view. W = Width 
of known object.
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 To solve the image stability problem, we benefit from the sensors already at hand
(or rather, at head). The Rift is constantly capturing its own position and orientation
at a significantly higher rate than the webcam is capturing images. So it’s not too hard
to capture that pose information as we capture each frame. Doing so requires only
four changes (shown in bold) to our existing demo class:

1 Extend CaptureData to include an extra HMD pose field:

struct CaptureData {
  ovrPosef pose;
  cv::Mat image;
};

2 Add a reference to the HMD in the WebcamHandler:

class WebcamHandler {
  // ...
  CaptureData frame;
  ovrHmd hmd;
  // ...

  WebcamHandler(ovrHmd & hmd) : hmd(hmd) { }

3 Capture the current head pose in each call to captureLoop():

void captureLoop() {
  CaptureData captured;
  while (!stopped) {
    float captureTime = ovr_GetTimeInSeconds();
    ovrTrackingState tracking = 
        ovrHmd_GetTrackingState(hmd, captureTime);
    captured.pose = tracking.HeadPose.ThePose;

    videoCapture.read(captured.image);
    cv::flip(captured.image.clone(), captured.image, 0);
    set(captured);
  }
}

4 Compute the differential latency matrix and apply it to the modelview stack:

glm::quat eyePose = Rift::fromOvr(getEyePose().Orientation);
glm::quat webcamPose = Rift::fromOvr(captureData.pose.Orientation);
glm::mat4 webcamDelta = 
    glm::mat4_cast(glm::inverse(eyePose) * webcamPose);

mv.identity();
mv.preMultiply(webcamDelta);
mv.translate(glm::vec3(0, 0, -2));

Step 4 is where the interesting stuff happens. That’s where we compute the difference
between the current eye pose orientation and the head pose that we captured along-
side the webcam frame. Pushing the product of (eyePose-1 × webcamPose) onto the
modelview matrix stack is mathematically akin to subtracting the eyePose from
the webcamPose, and adding the difference to the modelview.
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In other words, even though your head has moved, the picture stays in the same place
relative to the real world. As your head turns one way, the frame bumps a bit the other
way, so the pass-through image of the room around you, as seen through the webcam,
hangs more steadily in the virtual space in front of you. As your head turns more
quickly, the difference between the pose captured a few milliseconds earlier and the
pose captured on the instant grows; that larger difference swings the rendered posi-
tion of the textured quadrilateral further away from the direction of head travel, but
as head motion slows, the image returns to stable in front of the eyes. The perceived
stability of the image is dramatically improved (figure 13.10).

13.3 Stereo vision
A natural upgrade from sticking a webcam on your head is, well, sticking two webcams
on your head. Two webcams means you can show a unique view to each eye; you can
have stereo vision, inside the stereo view of the Rift. A number of developers have
experimented with using stereo webcams with the Rift, and a quick web search will
turn up everything from cheerful hobbyists to inventors who’ve attached stereo cam-
eras to flying quadcopter drones. 

 One word of caution: the more stuff you attach to your Rift, the more you risk
occluding some of the IR LEDs, the built-in tracking lights that help the Rift’s infrared

Figure 13.10 This image was captured from live video in the Rift as an author’s head was turning 
quickly to the right. To preserve persistence of the image in the user’s eyes, as the head turns, the 
video frame slides in the opposite direction, holding the image pointing at the same place in the real 
world; then as the webcam stream catches up to the user’s head motion, the frame will “catch up” and 
settle in the center of the view again.
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webcam track the headset. Blocking one or two IR LEDs isn’t the end of the world; the
Rift software can do remarkably well if a few are covered or blocked. But the more
LEDs you cover, the poorer the position capture and the rougher your VR experience.
So, for example, don’t use some big anchoring plate to cover the whole front of your
DK2; you’ll completely destroy positional tracking. If you have to anchor to the front
of the Rift, keep the anchor point small, and use a small webcam. If you have a larger
camera, set the webcam atop the Rift, where there are fewer LEDs and you’ll only risk
reducing fidelity when you’re looking down (a less common gesture).

13.3.1 Stereo vision in our example code

The code changes in our demo framework to switch from mono to stereo inputs are,
to be entirely honest, pretty trivial; we’ve listed them here, with the new code in bold.
Basically, instead of writing

  gl::Texture2dPtr texture;
  gl::GeometryPtr videoGeometry;
  WebcamHandler captureHandler;
  CaptureData captureData;

you write

  gl::Texture2dPtr texture[2];
  gl::GeometryPtr videoGeometry[2];
  WebcamHandler captureHandler[2];
  CaptureData captureData[2];

and add loops as appropriate to the setup, cleanup, and update methods.

Setup:

  void initGl() {
    RiftApp::initGl();

    for (int i = 0; i < 2; i++) {
      texture[i] = GlUtils::initTexture();
      float aspectRatio = captureHandler[i].startCapture(hmd,
          CAMERA_FOR_EYE[i]);
      videoGeometry[i] = GlUtils::getQuadGeometry(aspectRatio);
    }
  }

Cleanup:

  virtual ~WebcamApp() {
    for (int i = 0; i < 2; i++) {
      captureHandler[i].stopCapture();
    }
  }

Update:

  virtual void update() {
    for (int i = 0; i < 2; i++) {
      if (captureHandler[i].get(captureData[i])) {
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        texture[i]->bind();
        glTexImage2D(GL_TEXTURE_2D, 0, GL_RGBA8,
            captureData[i].image.cols, captureData[i].image.rows,
            0, GL_BGR, GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE,
            captureData[i].image.data);
        texture[i]->unbind();
      }
    }
  }

Those loops take care of the lion’s share of the upgrade to stereo vision. All that
remains is to select the correct view for the correct eye in our rendering method:

      texture[getCurrentEye()]->bind();
      GlUtils::renderGeometry(videoGeometry[getCurrentEye()]);
      texture[getCurrentEye()]->unbind();

One of the quirks of this demo that we can’t code in a portable manner is the fact that
everybody’s PC is different, particularly the order in which USB devices are plugged in
(especially if you’ve got multiple USB cameras attached). Happily, OpenCV handles
multithreaded requests to multiple webcams almost seamlessly. To simplify addressing
multiple cameras, we’ve introduced an extra array, which we used during setup in
initGl(); for one author’s home PC setup; that array looks like this:

  int CAMERA_FOR_EYE[2] = { 2, 1 };

That is to say, the left eye will be shown the output from the third webcam connected
to the PC, and the right eye will be shown the output from the second.2

13.3.2 Quirks of stereo video from inside the Rift

Unfortunately, adding stereo input to the Rift isn’t necessarily the best thing to do.
 For one thing, if you glue a pair of webcams to your head, it’s going to be a lot

like looking at the world through a laggy periscope. As you swing your head, your
point of view will move as though your eyes were much further from your neck than
usual. That can be a disorienting experience, not dissimilar to looking along the
length of a rocking boat, so you’re going to be much more vulnerable to motion
sickness and simulation sickness. That can get pretty rough! Don’t try to power
through it, either, because with sim sickness that can end pretty colorfully—if you’re
experimenting with live 3D stereo and you feel yourself becoming ill, ease out of VR
and take a break immediately.

 For another thing, our image stabilization code starts to get a little suspect at this
point. As written, we’re individually stabilizing each eye. That will give each eye a nice,
stable image without jitter or shakiness, which is great. But the two eyes will be seeing
images stabilized with head poses captured at two different times. So while the images
will be stable, the quads that display them will be moving independently, shaking in

2 The first webcam (index zero) is built into the laptop screen.
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different directions. It’s not entirely clear what effect this is going to have on users,
but it’s probably not good.

13.4 The Leap Motion hand sensor
The Leap Motion (www.leapmotion.com) is a stereo depth-sensing device designed to
capture hand positions and gestures. The Leap was pioneered in 2008 by David Holz
and developed for production in 2010 by Holz and Michael Buckwald, in the hopes of
bringing the sci-fi future of gesture-controlled UIs into the real world. Holz and Buck-
wald had a vision of being able to sculpt 3D surfaces and control interactive software
in 3D, just like in the movies (see chapter 9).

 The Leap was originally intended to be placed on your desk, face up to the space
above your keyboard. You’d then move your hands through the air above your key-
board, gesturing to trigger behaviors on the PC. For example, waving your hand from
right to left could be configured as clicking the Back button on a web browser or clos-
ing the current application. Holding up a hand, index finger extended, and “tapping”
the air in the plane above the Leap would be interpreted as a mouse click. Essentially,
picture the gesture functionality of a laptop’s touchpad or a tablet’s touchscreen, but
without the pad or screen—all the interaction is in the space above your keyboard
(figure 13.11).

 The Leap is a very cool PC peripheral with a lot of potential that’s still being
explored. Leap Motion supports an App Store designed to encourage innovative uses
of their device, and there’s talk of embedding the sensor into laptops and tablets for
airborne control. But it wasn’t until the Oculus Rift came along that the VR applica-
tions of the Leap really opened up.

 Originally the Leap was meant to point straight up off the desk, but a simple
removable bracket (available by mail from Leap Motion, or you can 3D print your
own) attaches the Leap to the front of the Oculus Rift, pointing forward. By mounting
this lightweight hand sensor on the front of the Rift, you can now detect hand posi-
tions and gestures from within VR apps (figure 13.12).

Figure 13.11 The Leap 
Motion Controller’s view 
of your hands (source: 
Leap API documentation)
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The potential here is striking. One of the biggest problems with the Rift has always
been that it’s hard to reach the controls after you’ve strapped a big opaque square of
plastic to your noggin. But if you can see your real hands in virtual space, then that’s a
game-changer (figure 13.13).

 Through our innate sense of proprioception, seeing our real hands in a virtual
space dramatically reinforces the sense of immersion and presence. It’s also a major
leap forward (no pun intended) for the capability, flexibility, and intuitiveness of VR
interface design. As we covered in chapter 9, gestural interfaces have the potential to
be the most natural, instinctive, easy-to-learn, and easy-to-use interfaces ever devel-
oped for human-computer interaction.

Figure 13.12 An Oculus Rift DK2 with the 
Leap Motion mounted on a removable 
bracket attached to the faceplate. The 
Leap can be popped out of the bracket 
holder and doesn’t block the Rift’s IR LEDs.

Figure 13.13 The Leap supports pass-through video, blending your hands with virtual overlay and 3D 
stereo imagery. The video is IR only, so this is “night vision” of your hands. (Source: LeapMotion.com.) 
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13.4.1 Developing software for the Leap Motion and the Rift

The Leap Motion has been designed for indie developers from day one, and its SDK is
one of the most well documented and clearly designed that it’s been our pleasure to
work with. It’s also constantly being enhanced and developed as the Leap Motion
team improves and expands on its ability to recognize an airborne human hand. With
that in mind, we’re going to present sample code here for a very simple interactive
application combining the Leap and the Rift.

 It should be emphasized that the code shown here (and on our GitHub reposi-
tory) was written against the Leap SDK 2.1.6. Leap’s SDK support for the Rift is still in
active beta, so anything committed to print today is unlikely to work without update
in, say, a year’s time.

 Let’s begin with the basics. The Leap consists of a pair of IR cameras and an IR
LED. The IR LED shines brightly out of the top of the Leap, and the IR light bounces
off objects near the Leap to be captured by the cameras. The cameras use conven-
tional depth-estimation algorithms based on feature-matching to estimate the dis-
tance from the Rift to features in the scene.

Based on the depth estimates formed by comparing the images from the Leap’s two
cameras, the Leap uses built-in software that has been highly optimized to try to detect
the hands in the space in front of it. As a general rule, there aren’t many things that
are shaped like hands that aren’t hands, so the Leap usually does a pretty good job. By
assuming that a hand has five fingers3 and the conventional arrangement of ligaments
and tendons, the Leap can often even estimate the position of digits that it can’t see.

Lighting conditions and the Leap
The Leap’s reliance on IR light for its image capture is a mixed blessing. On the one
hand, it means that the Leap can be used effectively in low light. On the other hand,
it means that the Rift and the Leap collide a bit in that both rely on IR light for their
data, and it means that the Leap is vulnerable to unusually bright lighting conditions.
If you’re working on integrating the two, you may find that optimal lighting conditions
are hard to achieve.

The Leap’s approach to depth-sensing is different from that of, for example, the
Microsoft Kinect, which projects an active grid of IR data into the scene and then
detects the distortion of the grid on objects in the near view. The use of an IR lamp
instead of a more expensive projector means that the Leap can be manufactured at
lower cost, but it also means that it’ll sometimes suffer greater issues with accuracy.

Interestingly this also means that the Leap can be used as a pretty good night-vision
camera!

3 Not necessarily a safe assumption, as evidenced by the 1987 landmark case Montoya vs. Rugen.
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 The Leap SDK reports hand data in terms of the position of the palm of the hand
and the bones of each finger. Each finger is defined as having four bones, each of
which can then be described independently in terms of position, orientation, and
length. (For simplicity’s sake, the thumb is considered a finger with four bones, even
though most real human thumbs lack the metacarpal bone found in the other four
fingers. The thumb’s “metacarpal” is reported as a zero-length bone.)

 The Leap also offers limited support for detecting the arm above the wrist, com-
bining camera imaging with medical reasoning based on the visible portions of the
hands. Hands are far easier to detect with the Leap’s depth-sensing technology than
arms are, because arms are comparatively devoid of distinguishing features.

The Leap SDK contains numerous examples of how to make best use of the anatomi-
cal and mathematical data made available through the Leap API.

13.4.2 The Leap, the Rift, and their respective coordinate systems

The Leap’s coordinate system was originally designed for a device sitting face-up on
your desk. That coordinate system won’t change when the Leap is attached to the
faceplate of the Rift, but the device itself will be rotated forward 90° (figure 13.14).

 The challenge is to map from the Leap’s rotated coordinate system into the Rift’s
own basis. In the Rift, the flexibility of OpenGL means that your coordinate system is

The Leap’s head-mounted display mode
When using the Leap with the Rift, the Leap SDK recommends that you “hint” to the
Leap that it’s oriented vertically, on your face, instead of horizontally, on your desk.
This tells the Leap to choose hand-detection heuristics more predisposed to detect-
ing the back of the hand than the front, because it’ll be seeing the hand from behind
instead of below.

The C++ command to pass the appropriate hint to the Leap is as follows:

controller.setPolicy(Leap::Controller::PolicyFlag::POLICY_OPTIMIZE_HMD);

+X

+Y

+Z

+Y

+X

+Z

Figure 13.14 The Leap’s coordinate system, as reported when the Leap is on a desk (left) 
and when it’s on the Rift (right)
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up to you, but most commonly we choose to place the camera looking down the nega-
tive Z axis, with positive X to the right and positive Y proceeding vertically upward.
Using these axes, we need to execute the following basis transform (figure 13.15):

Leap +X  Rift -X       [1 0 0]  [-1 0 0]
Leap +Y  Rift –Z       [0 1 0]  [0 0 -1]
Leap +Z  Rift -Y       [0 0 1]  [0 -1 0]

We’ll implement this basis rotation with the following code, which will convert the
Leap’s Vector type into the GLM vec3 type:

glm::vec3 leapToRift(Leap::Vector & vec) {
  return glm::vec3(-vec.x, -vec.z, -vec.y);
}

We also need to consider the units of the two devices, and the position of the Leap on the
front of the Rift. OpenGL units are traditionally meters, and as we apply Rift concepts like
the IPD and the player height, the choice of meters becomes fixed. The Leap, on the
other hand, reports its values in millimeters. The Leap’s origin is the Leap peripheral
itself, which is positioned about 7 centimeters ahead of the viewer. In the Rift’s frame of
reference, those 7 centimeters are along the negative Z axis. So to convert from Leap to
Rift, we must divide all Leap positions by 1000 and then subtract 0.07 meters,

glm::vec3 leapToRiftPosition(Leap::Vector & vec) {
  return leapToRift(vec) / 1000.0f + glm::vec3(0, 0, -0.070);
}

taking us from millimeters to meters, and from the center of the Leap to the center of
the Rift.

13.4.3 Demo: integrating Leap and Rift

In this demo we’re going to build a simple interactive scene in which the user can
drag a sphere from place to place on the XY plane by waving their hand (figure 13.16).
When the wearer extends their index finger, the sphere becomes interactive; when
touched, it follows the tip of the finger.

+Y

+X

-Z

+X

+Y

+Z

Leap Rift

Figure 13.15 Transformation from Leap coordinates to Rift coordinates
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Clearly this could be a more complex and interactive application, but our focus here
is on the synergy between Leap and Rift, not on the many potential uses of the pair-
ing. The Leap website contains a host of more advanced and fascinating demos.

 The Leap supports both event-driven and threaded data access models, making it
very accessible to different styles of software development. We’re going to use the
threaded API, and as you’ll see this means that our access to the Leap is virtually iden-
tical to our access to webcam data in the previous examples in this chapter. 

 For clarity, we’ve split the code for our Leap demo into three parts, listings 13.6,
13.7, and 13.8:4 

■ Listing 13.7 shows the LeapHandler class, which implements the producer/con-
sumer pattern we used earlier. 

■ Listing 13.8 shows the LeapApp class, which captures Leap and Rift data and
implements the drag operation.

■ Listing 13.9 shows the rendering and graphics support methods that use Leap
frame data to model the pose of a human hand.

4 In reading these code listings, take them with a grain of salt. The Leap SDK is in beta and under active devel-
opment, so the code we present here may (and probably will) cease to be accurate after printing. Be sure to
check out developer.leapmotion.com and our GitHub repository for the latest updates.

Figure 13.16 The user’s hands can interact with the scene.
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struct CaptureData {       
  glm::mat4 leapPose;      
  Leap::Frame frame;       
};                         

class LeapHandler : public Leap::Listener {   

private:

  bool hasFrame{ false };        
  std::thread captureThread;     
  std::mutex mutex;              
  CaptureData frame;             
  ovrHmd hmd;                    
  Leap::Controller controller;             

public:

  LeapHandler(ovrHmd & hmd) : hmd(hmd) {
  }

  void startCapture() {
    controller.addListener(*this);    
  }

  void stopCapture() {
    controller.removeListener(*this);   
  }

  void set(const CaptureData & newFrame) {
    std::lock_guard<std::mutex> guard(mutex);   
    frame = newFrame;                           
    hasFrame = true;                            
  }

  bool get(CaptureData & out) {
    std::lock_guard<std::mutex> guard(mutex);    
    if (!hasFrame) {                             
      return false;                              
    }                                            
    out = frame;                                 
    hasFrame = false;                            
    return true;                                 
  }

  void onConnect(const Leap::Controller & controller) {
    controller.setPolicy(                                     
        Leap::Controller::PolicyFlag::POLICY_OPTIMIZE_HMD);   
  }

  void onFrame(const Leap::Controller & controller) {
    CaptureData frame;

    frame.frame = controller.frame();                           
    frame.leapPose = Rift::fromOvr(                             
        ovrHmd_GetTrackingState(hmd, 0.0).HeadPose.ThePose);    

Listing 13.7 LeapDemo, part one: LeapHandler, the producer/consumer model

Holds a Leap::Frame 
object

Inherits handlers to 
capture Controller 
and Frame state

Most thread logic 
and state remains 
unchanged

Entry point to Leap 
state and callbacks

Registers this Listener with the 
Leap::Controller to receive 
onConnect() and onFrame events

 b

On shutdown, removes this 
Listener from the Leap::Controller

 c

Locks the mutex, and 
captures a copy of 
the frame state

Locks the mutex, returns 
a copy of the frame state, 
and clears local state

Hints to the Leap 
SDK that it should 
expect to see the 
backs of hands 
more often than 
the front

 d

Captures current 
state: the Leap’s 
hand position(s) 
and the Rift’s 
head pose
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    set(frame);
  }
};

We begin by modifying our CaptureData class to contain a Frame of data from the
Leap and a head pose captured from the Rift. A Frame is the principal data class in
the Leap SDK, and its methods give access to hand position and orientation and all
finger data.

struct CaptureData {
  glm::mat4 leapPose;
  Leap::Frame frame;
};

“But wait,” you say. “Why bother with the Rift’s head pose?” (the glm::mat4 leapPose).
It would be great if things were as simple as this: 

1 The Leap tells you where your hands are.
2 The Rift renders your virtual hands.

Alas, life’s not that easy, because here’s what really happens:

1 The Leap tells you where your hands are, from its point of view.
2 Your head moves and turns, moving and turning the Rift.
3 The Leap doesn’t know it’s moved, because it has no accelerometers, so it

thinks your hands have moved.
4 The Rift renders the world, from its point of view—which isn’t the same as the

Leap’s.
5 Hilarity ensues.

In short, we have to transform incoming hand position and orientation data from the
Leap’s frame of reference to the Rift’s. Because we capture hand data at a specific
instant in time, we need to correlate that with the matching head pose of the Rift.
CaptureData becomes the binding of frame data to basis transform.

 This way, if you hold your hand up before your face and rotate your head, keeping
your hand fixed in space, the virtual hand will remain at the same point in virtual space
as well. The Leap will see the hand swinging away, but the updated transform on the Rift
will cancel that out. We’ll read this data in the method renderScene(), in listing 13.9.

 Most of the rest of the code in listing 13.7 should look familiar from earlier in this
chapter; we’ve built the same scaffolding of producer/consumer model, using a
mutex to ensure that no race conditions corrupt our data. The differences between
this listing and the earlier webcam versions come in where we handle our connection
to the Leap.

 When we start the handler up or shut it down, we need to connect to and discon-
nect from the Leap with calls to controller.addListener B and controller
.removeListener() c. When the Leap SDK finds the Leap hardware, it will call our
callback method, onConnect().
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 In onConnect() we give the Leap an important hint d:

  controller.setPolicy(Leap::Controller::PolicyFlag::POLICY_OPTIMIZE_HMD);

This line tells the Leap SDK to expect to see the backs of hands more often than
the fronts.

 That may sound like a pretty spurious thing to say, but it’s critical for effective func-
tion in the Leap. The Leap uses heavily heuristic algorithms to improve its processing
speed. Sometimes that can mean sacrificing accuracy, but speed of capture is critical.
There’s a fair analog to the technical challenges of the Rift here, in miniature:
through proprioception, we have a strong sense of where our hands are, how our fin-
gers are flexed, and so on. Our fingers are extremely deft and we can position them
with great precision, so the challenge of the Leap is not only to detect the hands and
fingers but to do so fast enough that there’s never a visible disconnect between real
motion and virtual position.

 (Hey, at least there’s no risk of making the user nauseous if you don’t read their
hand position correctly.)

NOTE A heuristic algorithm is one that trades precision and accuracy for fast,
flexible results, typically by solving problems through contextually guided
experimentation and adaption rather than strict procedural analysis. Heuris-
tic algorithms are less dependable than classic computing, but are often capa-
ble of producing answers to “softer” problems more quickly than would be
possible through a rigorous insistence on correctness and precision.

In the case of the Leap, specifying the current context (“we expect to see the
back of the user’s hand”) helps the Leap to choose image analysis parameters
to most quickly interpret its stereo camera imagery. For example, it will know
that the fingers are most likely to curl away from its point of view, not toward it.

Once we’ve set up our connection to the Leap SDK, the actual capture is easy. We over-
ride their API method onFrame():

void onFrame(const Leap::Controller & controller) {
  CaptureData frame;
  frame.frame = controller.frame();
  frame.leapPose = Rift::fromOvr(
      ovrHmd_GetTrackingState(hmd, 0.0).HeadPose.ThePose);
  set(frame);
}

The method onFrame() is called from the Leap’s listening thread each time a new
hand pose is available. When onFrame() is called, we capture a complete copy of the
current hand settings. Then we capture the current pose of the Rift, storing them in
our CaptureData structure.

 It would be elegant if we could take advantage of timewarp here. We know that
there’s going to be a brief lag between the instant when we capture the frame, here,
and the instant when we render the positioned hand in listing 13.8. We could pass in a
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positive time delta in our call to ovrHmd_GetTrackingState(); the Rift would return
its predicted head pose a few milliseconds from now. Unfortunately, the Leap SDK
doesn’t (currently) offer such a predictive feature, so there’d be no way to make a sim-
ilar request to the Leap. For our demo, we opted to keep the two devices in lockstep
without prediction.

 One interesting possibility for the future is that by analyzing the past several frames
of the Leap’s motion, it may be possible to build a coarse prediction function for fin-
ger and palm positions. We are far, far more sensitive to our own head pose than to
hand pose, and it’s possible that even a limited extrapolation from recent velocity
could be an effective predictor of hand pose a frame or two in advance. Future
research topic, anybody?

 This covers connecting to the Leap. Next up is reading back the data we’ve cap-
tured and putting it to good use, shown here.

class LeapApp : public RiftApp {

  const float BALL_RADIUS = 0.05f;

protected:

  LeapHandler captureHandler;
  ShapeWrapperPtr sphere;
  ProgramPtr program;
  CaptureData latestFrame;
  glm::vec3 ballCenter;

public:

  LeapApp() : captureHandler(hmd) {
    captureHandler.startCapture();       
    ballCenter = glm::vec3(0, 0, -0.25);
  }

  virtual ~LeapApp() {
    captureHandler.stopCapture();  
  }

  void initGl() {
    RiftApp::initGl();                        
    program = oria::loadProgram(              
        Resource::SHADERS_LIT_VS,             
        Resource::SHADERS_LITCOLORED_FS);     
    sphere = oria::loadSphere(                
        {"Position", "Normal"}, program);     
    ovrhmd_EnableHSWDisplaySDKRender(hmd, false);  #C
  }

  virtual void update() {
    if (captureHandler.get(latestFrame)) {    
      Leap::HandList hands = latestFrame.frame.hands();      
      for (int iHand = 0; iHand < hands.count(); iHand++) {  

Listing 13.8 LeapDemo, part two: LeapApp data capture and interaction

Begins Leap and 
Rift pose capture

 b

Ends pose 
capture

 c

initializes OpenGL, loads 
our standard lit shader 
and geometry, and disables 
the HSW pop-up

 d

If new frame data is available 
from the Leap, then captures it...

 e

…and examines it to see 
if it contains a valid hand 
with index finger extended
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        Leap::Hand hand = hands[iHand];                 #F
        Leap::Finger finger = hand.fingers()[1];        #F
        if (hand.isValid() && finger.isExtended()) {    #F
          moveBall(finger);  
        }
      }
    }
  }

  void moveBall(Leap::Finger finger) {
    glm::vec3 riftCoords =                                 
        leapToRiftPosition(finger.tipPosition());          
    riftCoords = glm::vec3(                                
        latestFrame.leapPose * glm::vec4(riftCoords, 1));  
    if (glm::length(riftCoords - ballCenter) <= BALL_RADIUS) {  
      ballCenter.x += (riftCoords.x - ballCenter.x) / 4;        
      ballCenter.y += (riftCoords.y - ballCenter.y) / 4;        
    }                                                           
  }

As you can see, the Leap’s Hand and Finger APIs are very clean and easy to follow.
After we’ve done the standard setup B, c, d, the interesting data processing hap-
pens in update(). If the capture thread has delivered a new frame e, we loop over
the Hands in the frame, checking each for an extended index finger. The index finger
is finger [1] in the Hand’s Finger array.

 If we find an extended index finger, then it’s time to get our E.T. on. The method
moveBall() converts from Leap coordinates to world coordinates f by transforming
into Rift coordinates, then to the world basis. The method leapToRiftPosition()
exchanges basis axes and converts from millimeters to meters, adding the offset neces-
sary to compensate for the Leap stuck 7 cm ahead of the center of the user’s eyes
when wearing the Rift. We then multiply by the Rift head pose that we captured along-
side the Leap hand data. This transforms from coordinates that are relative to the cur-
rent heading of the Rift, to world coordinates. 

 Now we can test the distance in world coordinates from the fingertip position to
the sphere. If the two points are close enough (less than BALL_RADIUS), then we
update the ball’s position by adding a fraction of the intervening distance to its cur-
rent position. The ball will now follow the user’s fingertip until the user moves too
quickly, or closes their hand.

 This covers our update loop and using sensor data to move the ball; all that
remains is the actual rendering, shown in the following listing. 

  virtual void renderScene() {
    glClear(GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT);                               
    GlUtils::renderSkybox(Resource::IMAGES_SKY_CITY_XNEG_PNG);  
    gl::MatrixStack & mv = gl::Stacks::modelview();

    mv.with_push([&]{
      mv.transform(latestFrame.leapPose);   

Listing 13.9 LeapDemo, part three: rendering

If so, moves the ball toward 
the tip of the finger

Converts the 
fingertip’s 
position to world 
coordinates

 f

Compares the position 
of the fingertip to the 
center of the sphere

Clears the screen and 
renders a skybox.

Rendering of hands and fingers takes 
place with the Rift-to-world transform 
on the modelview stack.
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      Leap::HandList hands = latestFrame.frame.hands();      
      for (int iHand = 0; iHand < hands.count(); iHand++) {  
        if (hands[iHand].isValid()) {                        
          drawHand(mv, hands[iHand]);                        
        }                                                    
      }                                                      
    });

    GlUtils::draw3dLine(                                  
        glm::vec3(ballCenter.x, -1000, ballCenter.z),     
        glm::vec3(ballCenter.x, 1000, ballCenter.z));     
    GlUtils::draw3dLine(                                  
        glm::vec3(-1000, ballCenter.y, ballCenter.z),     
        glm::vec3(1000, ballCenter.y, ballCenter.z));     
    drawSphere(ballCenter, BALL_RADIUS);                  
  }

  void drawHand(const Leap::Hand & hand) {
    drawSphere(leapToRiftPosition(hand.wristPosition()), 0.02f); 
    for (int f = 0; f < hand.fingers().count(); f++) {   
      Leap::Finger finger = hand.fingers()[f];
      if (finger.isValid()) {
        drawFinger(finger, hand.isLeft());   
      }
    }
  }

  void drawFinger(const Leap::Finger & finger, bool isLeft) {
    MatrixStack & mv = Stacks::modelview();
    for (int b = 0; b < 4; b++) {    
      mv.withPush([&] {   
        Leap::Bone bone = finger.bone((Leap::Bone::Type) b);  
        glm::vec3 riftCoords = leapToRiftPosition(bone.center());  
        float length = bone.length() / 1000;  

        mv.translate(riftCoords); 
        mv.transform(leapBasisToRiftBasis(bone.basis(), isLeft)); 
        mv.scale(glm::vec3(0.01, 0.01, length)); 
        oria::renderColorCube();  
      });
    }
  }

  void drawSphere(glm::vec3 & pos, float radius) {  
    MatrixStack & mv = Stacks::modelview();
    mv.withPush([&]{
      mv.translate(pos);
      mv.scale(radius);
      oria::renderGeometry(sphere, program);
    });
  }

  glm::mat4 leapBasisToRiftBasis(             
      Leap::Matrix & mat, bool isLeft) {      

Loops over and 
renders each 
valid Hand.

Renders our 
manipulation target, 
a ball floating in 
virtual space.

Renders a
sphere at
the wrist

joint.

Loops over 
all Fingers.

Renders each valid Finger. 
We need to know whether 
this is a left or right hand.

Models the fingers and thumb of the 
hand as an array of four bones. 

Each finger’s
basis is

independent
of the

others.

finger.bone(i)
retrieves the

ith bone in
the finger.

Converts the 
finger bone’s 
center to Rift 
coordinates.

Converts bone
length from
millimeters
to meters.

Translates to
the center of

the bone.

Uses the bone’s 
basis transform 
to orient the 
cube.

The finger bone 
model is a scaled 
and stretched 
cube.

Renders 
the cube.

drawSphere() 
encapsulates rendering a 
simple sphere at a given 
point and radius.

leapBasisToRiftBasis() 
converts a Leap::Matrix 
to a glm::Matrix.
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    glm::vec3 x = leapToRift(mat.transformDirection(     
        Leap::Vector(isLeft ? -1 : 1, 0, 0)));           
    glm::vec3 y = leapToRift(mat.transformDirection(
        Leap::Vector(0, 1, 0)));
    glm::vec3 z = leapToRift(mat.transformDirection(
        Leap::Vector(0, 0, 1)));
    return glm::mat4x4(glm::mat3x3(x, y, z));
  }

  glm::vec3 leapToRift(Leap::Vector & vec) {
    return glm::vec3(-vec.x, -vec.z, -vec.y);
  }

  glm::vec3 leapToRiftPosition(Leap::Vector & vec) {
    return leapToRift(vec) / 1000.0f + glm::vec3(0, 0, -0.070);
  }
};

RUN_OVR_APP(LeapApp);

We begin with what’s become our standard rendering preamble: clearing the dis-
play and rendering a skybox around our scene. Even in such a simple example as
this, where our scene is a sphere floating in nothingness, the skybox is important
for a Rift app because it gives context for head tracking. Without the skybox
responding to head motion, it’s hard to gauge the position and size of the floating
interactive sphere.

 We’ll render the skybox and the sphere in world coordinates; no hidden complex-
ities there. But we do need to be slightly more careful when we render the hands,
because remember: they’re being captured and framed from the point of view of the
Leap, which is attached to your face. So before we can render hands, we need to
change our current working basis from world coordinates to Rift coordinates; that
way, when we render Rift-coordinate hand positions, they’ll appear (to our point of
view) in world positions.

 To do so, we push the latest captured Rift head pose onto the modelview stack:

  mv.transform(latestFrame.leapPose);

We capture and update this pose at every update to the Leap frame data. Each hand is
rendered as a sphere set at the wrist, attached to five chains of stretched cubes to form
the fingers. We use our support methods to convert from the Leap’s basis to the Rift’s,
and to rotate and position each wrist and each bone of the hands.

 The fingers of the hand are stored in a Leap Frame as a chain of four bones.
Each bone has its own center and rotational basis. The method bone.basis() returns
the basis for each bone, which we can convert into a rotation-only basis by applying
it to the three orthonormal basis vectors, X [1, 0, 0], Y [0, 1, 0], and Z [0, 0, 1].
Conveniently, the Leap::Matrix class has a simple method for applying a basis
transform to a direction: transformDirection(). So building our local rotation

Converts both hands 
to a right-handed 
coordinate system.
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matrix expressing the Leap’s rotations in Rift coordinates is a simple matter of build-
ing the matrix:

glm::vec3 x = leapToRift(mat.transformDirection(Leap::Vector(1, 0, 0)));
glm::vec3 y = leapToRift(mat.transformDirection(Leap::Vector(0, 1, 0)));
glm::vec3 z = leapToRift(mat.transformDirection(Leap::Vector(0, 0, 1)));
// Resulting 3x3 matrix: glm::mat3x3(x, y, z))

There’s one interesting gotcha, though. It appears that the Leap reports the frame of
the left hand in a left-handed basis but the right hand in a right-handed basis. To com-
pensate for this, when building the Rift-space matrix that describes the orientation of
each bone of each finger, we negate the X axis of the Leap source basis. So we change
the first line of the previous code snippet to

glm::vec3 x = leapToRift(mat.transformDirection(
    Leap::Vector(isLeft ? -1 : 1, 0, 0)));

which ensures that all Rift-space matrices are in the same handedness.
 The last methods of this snippet are code you’ve already seen:

  glm::vec3 leapToRift(Leap::Vector & vec) {
    return glm::vec3(-vec.x, -vec.z, -vec.y);
  }

which exchanges axes to convert from Leap space to Rift space, and

  glm::vec3 leapToRiftPosition(Leap::Vector & vec) {
    return leapToRift(vec) / 1000.0f + glm::vec3(0, 0, -0.070);
  }

which scales input coordinates from millimeters to meters and offsets the Leap value
to account for the Leap itself being anchored 7 cm ahead of the center of the user’s
eyes in the Rift.

13.5 Summary
In this chapter you learned how to

■ Load, examine, and display panoramic and photo sphere images, to create a
wraparound virtual scene from photos of the real world

■ Blend live webcam video into your virtual world
■ Use two webcams to create stereo reality in the Rift
■ Virtually model your hands using the Leap Motion stereo sensing peripheral
■ Use basis transforms to migrate data from the Leap to the Rift
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